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November 19, 2012 was a momentous day for
healthcare, nursing, and Advanced Practice Nurses
(APNs) in New Jersey. The bill, the “Consumer Access
to Health Care Act,” introduced by Senator Joseph F.
Vitale, is Senate Bill 2354 (S2354), which eliminates
the requirement of a joint protocol with a physician
for APNs to prescribe medication. Assemblywoman
Nancy Munoz introduced the “Consumer Access
to Health Care Act” in the NJ Assembly (A3523)
on December 3. Munoz is one of two registered
professional nurses serving in the Assembly. Nearly
a third of the states and the District of Columbia
have increased access to APN care by eliminating
barriers imposed by requirements for supervision,
collaboration, and direction, without any evidence of
reduction in patient safety. Currently, in NJ, APNs
practice autonomously, however, in order to prescribe
medications and medical devices they must have a
Joint Protocol with a physician. This Joint Protocol
does not make any requirement that the physician
examines the patient, participates in the care of the
patient, approves of the care the APN gives, or directs
the care of the patient. Rather than enhancing patient
care, it has served as a legal barrier that has restricted
access to healthcare provided by APNS.
The recent Institute of Medicine Report (IOM) on
the Future of Nursing recommended that in order
to improve access to healthcare in the US, APNs
and all nurses must practice to the fullest extent of
their educational preparation. For that to happen,
restrictive regulatory and legislative barriers must be
removed. APNs are not new to NJ; they have been
providing safe, cost-effective, and high quality of care
to consumers for over 40 years. The IOM report
further references studies that compare the care given
by APNs and physicians; the research shows when
patients have comparable conditions or complaints
there are comparable outcomes in the quality of that
care.
When discussing the removal of the Joint Protocol,
it is often asked – without a collaborative agreement
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L-R: Pat Barnett, CEO NJSNA, Grace Reilly, APN
and Dr. Sandy Quinn Region 4 President NJSNA.
with a physician, what would the APN do if she/
he came upon a medical problem with which she
was not familiar? The answer is the same as for
a physician who comes across a medical problem
that he/she is not familiar with – refer to someone
who can best address that problem, that is refer the
patient to another appropriate practitioner. Nurses
have historically been known to be key members
of the healthcare team and removal of the JP will
not change that. Collaboration between healthcare
professionals of all persuasions is the hallmark of high
quality, cost-effective care. These relationships do not
need to be legislated for APNs, nor for physicians.
The “dropping” of S2354 is just the beginning of a
long road to improving access to healthcare for New
Jersey’s residents (First Reading). The bill is assigned
to a Senate Committee for review. The Committee
then considers the bill at a meeting open to the public.
The Committee then may vote for the bill, as is, with
continued on page 7
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P r esident’s R em a r ks
Judith Schmidt, RN, MSN, NJSNA President
As I am writing this
article for the January New
Jersey Nurse it is snowing
outside. Today is November
7, 2012. We have just
survived Superstorm Sandy,
the worst weather event on
the East Coast that most of
us can remember. Now we
are having a nor’easter with
snow. Hopefully, our lives will
have returned to somewhat a
Judith Schmidt
“normal” pattern by now.
As I have mentioned
many times in the past, the theme of my presidency
is “Collaboration and Cooperation.” This message
needs to become a continuous mantra for the nurses
in New Jersey. I have seen it surface during this trying
time. During the storm and the days afterward, the
members and the staff at the New Jersey State Nurses
Association (NJSNA) reached out beyond their own
work environment to assist people in their time of
need.
The staff at NJSNA kept our members informed
about where they could get assistance from
governmental agencies and where to get gas to get
to work. They are working with the American Nurses
Association (ANA) to get needed grants to help our
members that have suffered unimaginable losses to get
back on their feet. We thank ANA for their assistance.
Nurses have, in their off time from their regular
jobs, volunteered to help neighbors to clean-up
and recover what little they have left. Many have
volunteered at shelters. Nurses have donated not
only their time, but also needed supplies, clothing
and money to help with the recovery. Nurses in our

healthcare facilities worked through the worst of the
storm, many of them “living” at their facilities for
days. Nurses in New Jersey are truly “silent heroes.”
However, we must continue this momentum.
As I stated in the October New Jersey Nurse, as
nurses, we need to come together as one strong
voice, just as we came together in the weather event
of October 2012. It should not take the winds of a
storm for nurses to step out of their comfort zone.
Nurses should not just be “silent heroes.” We need
to be a voice and a force that move the winds of
healthcare reform. Healthcare needs to change. It
needs to be affordable and accessible to all. New
Jersey can be a premier state in providing excellence
in care for its citizens. Nursing should be a partner
in this movement. There are many obstacles out
there for us to surmount, but if we join together
and work together, anything can be accomplished.
“Collaboration and cooperation” of all stakeholders
are the keys to success. Let nursing be the best
example!
On a lighter note, we had our Annual Meeting and
Education Summit on October 24-26, 2012 at Bally’s
in Atlantic City. The event was extraordinary. The
presentations were timely and informative, including
a presentation on “disaster planning.” There was
something for everyone. I would like to personally
thank the Convention Committee, under the
leadership of Mary Carroll, on the wonderful job that
was done. Also, I would like to thank the NJSNA staff
who spent many hours working on this event: Deb
Harwell, Jamie Smith, Debbra Elko, Jennifer MartinSteen, Sandy Kerr, Tyea Santiago, and Annemarie
Edinger, and for Pat Barnett on her continued
leadership.
Again, I invite you to email me at judy@board.njsna.
org and let me know your thoughts. I look forward to
working with and for the nurses in New Jersey.
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CEO M essage
Storms Batter
Nurses, But Not
Nursing Care!
Patricia Barnett, JD, RN, CEO
We are in the cleanup
phase post Super Storm
(Hurricane)
Sandy
and
anticipating the next big
storm, the debate about a bill
removing the joint protocol
for Advanced Practice Nurses
(APNs) “Consumer Access
to Care Act” which was
introduced by Senator Joseph
Vitale (D18) as Senate Bill
S2354 on November 19,
Patricia Barnett
and A3512 on December 3
by Assemblywoman Nancy
Munoz (R21) in the Assembly. During this moment
of relative calm between these two major events, I
find myself amazed at the tremendous courage and
generosity of nurses.
Super Storm Sandy was an unwelcome guest to New
Jersey. My sister who lives in Louisiana and has dealt
with many hurricanes, including Katrina, phoned me
with directions on how to prepare. My job was fairly easy,
getting the New Jersey State Nurses Association/Institute
for Nursing headquarters, and my home ready, and
making sure I had enough supplies to tide everyone over
until life got back to “normal.” There is no comparison
to the challenges that faced many Chief Nursing Officers,
like Mary Ann Donohue at Jersey Shore Medical Center,
or the thousands of nurses in the hard hit areas who
went to work and stayed only until the storm passed
to go home to find their homes gone. Many other
nurses responded to the NJSNA Facebook request for
volunteers, traveling from areas that were safe to shelters
in the stricken areas.
The Facebook entries, emails, and phone calls
from people who were struggling to locate gas, trying
to find out who to call to get help with clean-up, to
get their electric back on, or asking where they could
go to help, were amazing. The NJSNA Facebook
use jumped +2,408%, as NJSNA used the site to
communicate with members and nonmembers about
resources available to help recover, or opportunities
to volunteer. The Red Cross and the NJ Department
of Health asked us to let people know they didn’t
need any more volunteers three days after the storm
because the response was overwhelming.
Nurses, putting others first working in difficult
situations and driving through hazards to get
there.
To help our members get through this period of
uncertainty and distress the IFN is partnering with the
American Nurses Foundation to raise funds to assist
NJSNA members and New York ANA IMD members.
Not all nurses have flood insurance, and for those
who do, it may be months before their insurance
companies settle with them. Some temporary housing
sites and other vendors are not willing to wait months
before being paid. IFN will be awarding grants up to
$2,000 based on need and availability of funds.
Our goal is to get resources to nurses quickly to
help them recover. Some of the things we will help
with include:
• Emergency housing including hotels/motels,
renting replacement housing or apartments
and relocation costs related to moving into the
emergency housing
• Transportation including public transportation
tokens/tickets; car rental or down payment to
help replace a car damaged in the disaster
• Purchase generators to enable a nurse to move
back into his/her home
• Expenses incidental to relocation including
boarding pets
• Other emergency needs not listed but which
pose a significant hardship for the nurse which
may include temporary child care and eldercare

We will not reimburse for items insurance is paying
for, or “minor” damage such as perishables due to
power loss.
Please help by making a donation to IFN
for the Relief Fund at the NJSNA website, or
if you need help go to the NJSNA website for
information on how to apply for funds.
The storm that is coming is the response that will
come to the effort to remove barriers to the practice
of nursing and do what the Institute of Medicine
report, The Future of Nursing, called all policy
makers to do – remove all barriers to nurses
practicing to the full extent of their licensure
and training.
NJSNA, working with many groups and individuals
(has), asked Senator Vitale and Assemblywoman
Munoz as sponsors of the legislation to remove the
requirement for a joint protocol between an Advanced
Practice Nurse (APN) and a collaborating physician.
The Joint Protocol is NOT a contract among equals,
but an unbalanced requirement, since the APN must
have it to be able to write prescriptions and order
devices; the physician does not.
This provision was originally created as “training
wheels” to allow some oversight for APNs who
otherwise practice independently. Twenty one years
later that limited oversight has turned into a demand
by some physicians that the APN pay anywhere from
$600 per month, or up to 10% of the APNs income
for the collaborating agreement.
During those 21 years no evidence has been
presented that APNs with prescriptive authority
under the joint protocol have injured patients or had
questionable practice. Malpractice claims actually
show that APNs working independently have much
lower incidents than APNs who are supervised by
a physician, and significantly lower incidents than
physicians.
In a multiyear CNA/NSOi national study discussion
follows:
–

–
–
–

NPs that faced claims (9%) were more likely
than NPs who did not face claims (4%) to
practice in a state that required physician
supervision.
Of the NPs sued, 89% had physician oversight.
Those with no oversight were only 11% of the
nursing population.
NPs named in lawsuits were twice as likely
as those who did not face claims to report no
prescriptive authority.
According to the Healthcare Integrity and
Protection Data Bank (HIPDB) New Jersey
APNs likelihood for having a complaint filed is
1:2,740 while for physicians and DOs it is 1:12
or 228 times the number of complaints filed
against a physician, than an APN.

So why change now? Access to care and cost
of care are important considerations.
•

New Jersey has 1,400 fewer primary care
physicians than the projected need, and the
trend is that there will be fewer in the next

with access to over
10 years of nursing
publications at your
fingertips.
Stay Tuned - NEW Nursing ALD Website Coming Soon!

nursingALD.com
Simply click on the Newsletter tab on the
far right and enter your search term.

10 years, a time that upwards of 800,000
individuals will have access to health insurance
under the Affordable Care Act. Without more
providers who can offer primary care having
insurance will mean nothing. There will be no
access to primary care providers.
• According to data from the Medical
Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS), the average
cost of a NP or Physician Assistant (PA) visit
is between 20 and 35 percent lower than the
average cost of an office-based visit with a
physician.ii
• A 2009 analysis by RAND projected a
cumulative healthcare savings of $4.2 to $8.4
billion (0.6–1.3%) from 2010 and 2020 for all
payers, if Massachusetts were to expand the
role of APNs and PAs removing barriers to
practice relative to the status quo.iii
The reality is APNs need to be able to practice
without restrictions to permit many patients to have a
primary care provider. Also, healthcare costs are high
because too few people have a primary care provider,
and nurse-managed clinics offer an alternative where
patients have higher rates of generic medication
prescriptions filled at pharmacies, and lower rates of
hospitalizations when compared to patients of similar
providers, thus leading to lower costs.iv
We need your help, PATIENTS need your help
To learn more about the bill go to www.njsna.
org and click on the tab that says Joint Protocol.
To volunteer to support the bill to remove the joint
protocol, click on the site or call NJSNA at 609-8835335. One of the JP removal teams will work with
you.
It is both empowering to let legislators know what
you as a nurse care about and it is rewarding. I did
my first legislative visit 36 year ago and learned how
valuable contacts by nurses with their legislators are.
Nurses do not always get the recognition they
deserve, when a disaster hits or a challenge arises. We
do what we do, day in and day out – care for patients
and our community without fanfare or big press
releases.
Thank you for who you are and what you
do – you are members of the most respected
profession for a good reason – because you
care and you are always there when needed.
________________________________
i

CNA & NSO. Understanding nurse practitioner liability:
CNA Healthpro nurse practitioner claims analysis 19982008. Risk management strategies and highlights of the
2009 NSO survey. http://www.nso.com/pdfs/db/Nurse_
Practitioner_Claim_Study_02-12-10.pdf?fileName=Nurse_
Practitioner_Claim_Study_02-12-10.pdf&folder=pdfs/
db&isLiveStr=Y Accessed Aug. 19, 2011.
ii Eibner, C. et al. Controlling Health Care Spending in
Massachusetts: An Analysis of Options – analysis by
RAND for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. www.
rand.org p99
iii Ibid, p20
iv Hansen-Turton, T. (2005). Nurse-Managed Health Center
Safety Net: a Policy Solution to Reducing Health Disparities.
Nursing Clinics of North America, 40, 729-738.
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COPP Update
Access to Reproductive Health Services:
The NJSNA Position Statement
Dorothy Borresen, PhD, RN, APN – COPP Member-at-Large

January 2013

Nurse Authors in the News

Bowen, Marie Katherine; Taylor, Kathleen P.; Marcus-Aiyeku, Ulanda; & KrauseParello, Cheryl (October, 2012). An examination of stress, coping, and adaptation in
nurses in a recovery and monitoring program Journal of Addictions Nursing,
23, 159–166. http://journals.lww.com/jan/Fulltext/2012/10000/An_Examination_
of_Stress,_Coping,_and_Adaptation.3.aspx
Abstract Excerpt: The findings of this research suggest that, to assist nurses,
an increased awareness of stress and its injurious effects on overall well-being must
be identified so that proactive measures can be implemented to prevent potential
untoward consequences. Ultimately, methods to strengthen social support
and social networks will enhance the probability of sustained recovery, relapse
prevention, and safe reentry into nursing practice. Implications for behavioral
health providers and health care practitioners are discussed.

American Nurses Advocacy
Institute

COPP members 2012-2013 pictured from left to right, back row: Sue
Weaver, Barbara Smith, Grace Reilly, Dorothy Borresen, Eleanor DietrichWithington, Vidette Todaro-Franceschi; Front row: Yvonne Wesley, Karla
Tramutola, Valerie Edwards, and Jamie Smith.
In the last issue, the Congress on Policy and Practice (COPP) article focused
on NJSNA position statements. Just to review, position statements are an
explanation, a justification, or a recommendation for a course of action that
reflects NJSNA’s stand regarding a concern. This month COPP reviewed, but did
not revise, the Access to Reproductive Health Services position statement, written
in 1989. The references were updated!
COPP is aware that in this current climate there is tremendous controversy
and emotion surrounding reproductive health. The position statement is broad
and focuses on a woman’s right to fair and equitable healthcare delivery and
access to basic health services, including those related to reproductive health. It
describes the obligation of health care providers to share with the client relevant
information about health choices that are legal and to support them regardless of
their decisions without coercion.
As nurses, we need to advocate for patients like Sheila, a 32 year old
woman, who has had a history of HPV. She was diagnosed with HPV (Human
Papillomavirus) after having a routine screening Pap test. She subsequently had
several PAP tests and eventually a colposcopy and then a loop electrosurgical
excision procedure or LEEP. She came to a different clinic and saw an APN.
She told the APN that she had never followed up with her health care provider
after her LEEP procedure because she could not afford the co-pay. She was
also concerned that she was pregnant. She had a positive pregnancy test and
immediately said that she did not want the pregnancy and wanted an abortion.
The APN was non-judgemental and supportive, and chose not to counsel this
patient about her options because of her personal feelings about termination
of pregnancy. The APN contacted the clinic that did the patient’s LEEP and
personally made a referral for her to have counselling regarding her health care
choices regarding the pregnancy.
The statement reiterates that nurses have the right to refuse to participate in
a particular case on ethical grounds, unless the client’s life is in jeopardy. In this
case, the nurse is obligated to provide for client safety, avoid abandonment, and
withdraw only when they are certain that there are alternative sources of nursing
care available to the client. The nurse is obligated to refer to another health care
provider if they withdraw from care.
In summary, this statement focuses on nurses advocating for access
to reproductive healthcare for women. It addresses the legal and ethical
responsibilities of nurses working with these clients and reminds us that we are
obligated to consider client safety and make certain, that despite our personal
beliefs, we never abandon the client.
The Congress on Policy and Practice wants to hear from NJSNA members.
Please send any practice concerns to COPP Jamie@njsna.org.

September 30th through October 2nd, the ANA held the fourth annual
American Nurses Advocacy Institute (ANAI) in Washington, DC. Nineteen nurses
participated from fourteen states. This year long mentored program is designed
to develop political leadership skills for growing a cadre of nurses who will
influence policy decisions at the state and national levels. Sessions on navigating
the legislative process including how to conduct a political environmental scan and
messaging for different audiences are examples of topics covered. Calls will be
held over the course of the next year to explore related issues and share projects
and activities.
Katie Keating, RN, MS, of NTM Information and Research and Brenda
Marshall, RN, PhD, of William Paterson University represented the New Jersey
State Nurses Association.
Should you be interested in participating in a future program, please contact
your state nurses association to seek endorsement. Grassroots experience
and demonstrated commitment to support of the association is required for
consideration. The program is highly competitive, limited to no more than 24
participants per year. Questions may be directed to Janet Haebler MSN, RN,
Associate Director, ANA State Government Affairs at janet.haebler@ana,org.
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Nurse Leaders in the
Boardroom
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Governor Chris Christie has appointed three nurse leaders to NJ public
governing boards.
Marra appointed to Greystone Park
Psychiatric Hospital Board
Mary Anne Marra, RN, MSN, NEA, BS, East Orange
General Hospital Vice President and Chief Nurse Officer,
has been appointed to the Greystone Park Psychiatric
Hospital Board of Trustees. Previously, Marra served as
Bergen Regional Medical Center Chief Nurse Executive.
She credits the NJ Action Coalition Leadership initiative
headed by Aline Holmes, NJHA, for assisting her in
securing her board appointment. Also, she has held
management positions over several decades at St.
Joseph’s Regional Medical Center, and served on the
Northern New Jersey Maternal/Child Health Consortium Board since 2009.
Marra holds BS and MS degrees from William Paterson University, and is pursuing
a Doctorate of Nursing Practice at Rutgers University, College of Nursing.

Moore appointed to Ancora
Psychiatric Hospital Board
David Moore, RN, MSN, BC, South Jersey Healthcare
administrative director of mental health services, has
been appointed to the Ancora Psychiatric Hospital Board
of Trustees. Moore believes that if you want to advance
the science of nursing, you must look beyond the dayto-day decisions, and impact the long-range plan as
a member of boards of directors. He has developed the
Moore Psychiatric Code Analysis Tool that allowed him to
identify risk factors associated with each use of restraints
and measure the results. Research has shown that
restraints can be dangerous, yet nurses may need them to protect themselves from
violent behaviors that patients sometimes display. Although on the surface this
may appear contradictory, his research is the first step in gaining insight into this
challenging area of patient care.

Zastocki appointed to William Paterson Board
Deborah Zastocki, RN, DNP, CNAA, NEA-BC,
FACHE, Chilton Hospital President and Chief Executive,
has been appointed to the William Paterson University
Board of Trustees. She has served on several boards of
community and professional organizations, for example:
NJHA Health Research and Education Trust (HRET),
former Chair; VHA East Coast Board of Directors;
NJHA Board of Directors, Secretary; AHA Regional
Health Policy Board of Directors, and the Commerce and
Industry Association of New Jersey (CIANJ) Board. A
recent UMDNJ graduate, where she received a Doctor of
Nursing Practice degree, she earned a Master of Arts in Nursing and in Education
from Columbia University, and a BSN at University of Rhode Island.

It’s a New Day for Agency Nursing!

It’s All About...
• Plenty of RN and CNA Opportunities!
•
• Knowing who you work for:
•
Progressive is one of the only staffing 		
companies that have been in business
•
(and under the same ownership) 		
for over 25 years!

Pennsylvania:
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Getting the best pay rate!
Getting paid how you want:
Daily pay/Direct Deposit/ Cash Card!
Earning extra money for the holidays...
Christmas is almost here!

New Jersey:
RNs Contract
Neuro ICU, CVOR, Dialysis, ICU/CCU,
NICU/PICU, Mom/Baby/PP
RNs Per Diem
ICU, ER

National Travel Contracts Available
throughout the Country!

877-750-1010 or
610-660-5111
www.progressivenursing.com

EOE
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VNA Health Group Nurse
Delivers a Baby on the Streets
of Newark
Tuesday, November 6, 2012
It’s a Doozie of a Baby!!

While on route to patient visits,
Visiting Nurse Association Health
Group home care nurse, Mavis Doozie,
RN saw a man driving erratically,
going the wrong way down a one
way street. He got out of the car and
began shouting for ‘someone to help.’
The nurse asked what was the matter
and the man yelled, “please help
me, my wife is having a baby.” The
young woman was in the car and the
baby was coming. Without hesitation,
Doozie moved quickly to the car to
assist the mother in the successful
delivery of her new baby boy.
The family had called for an
ambulance but it had been unable to
get through the gridlock of traffic and
the nonworking streetlights. When
the husband attempted to reach the
hospital himself, he could not get
through.
Upon delivery, Doozie wrapped the newborn in her coat and directed the father
to drive the family to Newark Beth Israel Hospital. At one point, Doozie had to
step outside the car with the newborn in her arms and direct the traffic to let the
car by and enable the family to make their way to the hospital.
“I was just fortunate to be in the right place at the right time,” said Mrs. Doozie.
“As a nurse, we do whatever we have to do, that baby wasn’t waiting to get to the
hospital and mom and I knew it.”
At nine pounds, it’s a doozie of a healthy baby boy and for the Florence family,
Nurse Doozie’s presence was more than being in the right place – it was a miracle.
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Hurricane Sandy Devastates New Jersey:
Jersey Shore Medical Center Meets the Challenge

by Mary Ann Donohue, RN, PhD, JSUMC,
Vice President and Chief Nurse Executive;
Past President, NJSNA
Hurricane Sandy began life from a tropical wave in
the western Caribbean on October 22, 2012. By the
time it made landfall seven days later on October 29
near Atlantic City, NJ, it had developed into a monster
storm earning a place in history as the most significant
hurricane ever to strike the Atlantic Ocean (Sullivan,
2012). So far, economic estimates of the damage inflicted
by Hurricane Sandy place it well ahead of nearly all
previous hurricanes and instances of severe weather, save
for Hurricane Katrina (Trumball, 2012).
As Vice President and Chief Nurse Executive of
Jersey Shore University Medical Center, I was at my
job when the initial weather reports of what would
turn out to be Hurricane Sandy began to emerge. On
Thursday, October 25th, leadership at JSUMC and our
parent organization, Meridian Health, began scheduling
conference calls with the Ocean, Monmouth and
New Jersey State Office of Emergency Management
(OEM) in order to begin full scale storm preparations.
Immediately, all departments sprang into action: Materials
management began ordering supplies for delivery on
Sunday instead of the usual Monday at levels that were
“par and half;” pharmacy ordered sufficient medications
to last beyond the usual two days normally held in
reserves, and dietary expanded their menu to include
enough food for more patients and families, as well as
for team members. For example, managers throughout
the entire healthcare system reviewed work schedules,
received constant weather updates, and discussed their
team members’ commuting plans and preliminary needs
for housing at the hospital.
As the European and North American forecast
models, at first diverse in its predictions, began to
converge on a similar geographical landfall location
on Monday, October 29th, Jersey Shore University
Medical Center opened its Command Center. Each of
the Vice-Presidents rotated through incident command
responsibilities and other roles were assigned to support
continuous operations. Additionally, on-call teams
(trauma, radiology, OR, cardiac cath lab, etc.) were placed
on “restricted call,” meaning that they were required
to stay within the confines of the hospital. Finally, the
structural facility was secured, including placing sandbags
around entrances, and all equipment, signage and loosely
anchored items were brought indoors. These tasks were
no small feat, in that this campus is over a one million
square feet area.
On the day the hurricane was projected to make
landfall, the hospital switched to emergency power with
the state’s few Cogen generators. Cogen generators
run parallel to the area’s regional utilities, allowing
us to maintain an uninterrupted flow of power for all

patient-centered activities. Later, many visitors and team
members would comment that Jersey Shore University
Medical Center served as “the beacon of Route 33” for
over a week, because our lights could be visible for miles
around.
When the Hurricane Sandy made landfall in Atlantic
City, NJ at approximately 8:00 PM on October 29th,
we had more than ample essential staff to safely care
for our patients. That day, we endorsed a new approach
to assure continuous staffing. We asked the 7:00 PM to
7:00 AM staff to arrive for their shift 3 to 4 hours early
to allow the day staff to return home if they wanted to
do so or to make other arrangements, if they did not. In
actuality, many staff instead decided to stay right here,
and we dedicated several managers to handle the “Hotel
Jersey Shore” accommodations, providing the staff with
free meals, a warm place in which to sleep and essential
electricity to charge their cell phones and maintain
important contact with their loved ones. When the entire
surrounding region went completely dark, Jersey Shore
University Medical became a refuge for its neighbors and
community members. Our doors, and more importantly
our restaurants and cafeteria, remained open so that
people could take refuge and keep warm.
As the intense winds and storm abated, the aftermath
yielded tremendous damage that was reflected in
so many of our team members’ eyes. Everyone
knows someone, or it is themselves, who have lost
everything they owned, from entire homes to all of their
possessions. Some had been evacuated and had no place
to which to return; others could not immediately locate
their families and neighbors. Yet, through it all, we did
not miss a beat in providing patient care. In fact, our callout rate was only slightly above a typical weekday, an
incredible feat!
As the area began the massive cleanup, patients
began arriving at the Emergency Department in record
numbers. On October 30, we saw approximately
30% over average; October 31st, we saw 54% more
patients and November 1st, we saw close to 60% more
or nearly double what our ED manages in a typical
day. To manage the influx, two additional areas were
created. The first was an Admissions Unit to help
take care of the patients who required admission but
had no bed assignment. The second was a Discharge
Unit; this provided a place for patients well enough
to be discharged and families to stay while waiting for
ambulances and transport to take then to another safe
location. The challenges were that not all ambulances
were functioning and many sub-acute and nursing homes
remained without power, as did many homes in the
area. The creation of these two key units was critical in
improving patient flow from the Emergency Department.
Additionally, we worked with the Monmouth County
Office of Emergency Management (OEM) to transport
patients to the temporary shelter space at Monmouth

University’s sports arena, operated with the National
Guard. The state of New Jersey also authorized a mobile
Emergency Department to be deployed at Ocean Medical
Center in Brick, NJ and all told, approximately 140
patients were seen there from all locations.
Through it all, Jersey Shore was proud that we were
able to keep our Command Center open for nearly 2
weeks with no major interruption of power systems;
continued emergent and cardiac surgery throughout
the storm emergencies. We never closed our doors to
the community and to the friends and families of our
patients; fed Neptune and the surrounding communities
for several days with the only two operating restaurants
and cafeteria; cared for patients with medical needs
throughout the community, including those without
dialysis, oxygen and home health nursing care. We were
able to quickly relocate physicians from their office space
if they needed to do so because of the ongoing power
outages in the region and flood damage.
Two of the most vexing challenges for the staff, not
experiencing devastation to their own homes, certainly
had to do with the pervasive loss of power and not being
able to obtain gasoline to get to work. Long lines of up
to four hours long became a reality – as did the task of
explaining what odd/even gas rationing meant to an
entirely new generation completely unfamiliar with the
practice!
While the utilities were slowly returning over what
would be a three week period of time, the gasoline issue
was resolved quickly through the intervention of John K.
Lloyd, CEO and President, Meridian Health, and Marc
Lory, Executive Vice President, Hospital Operations. Our
corporate entity, through its own coordinating efforts
of their Corporate Command Center, was in constant
communication with the New Jersey Department of
Health about the needs of the staff and the inhabitants of
Monmouth and Ocean counties. No doubt every nurse in
NJ was pleased that the gas distribution announcement
came out at just the right moment.
In the aftermath of the hurricane, the landscape of
the New Jersey shoreline has been irrevocably altered.
Needless to say, the emotional toll on the staff and
inhabitants of the communities surrounding our facility
has yet to be determined. We are actively encouraging
our team members to take advantage of our Employee
Assistance Program and several food, housekeeping
items and clothing drives have already been in place. On
our Meridian Health website, a portal has been created
through which individuals may make donations.
Finally, the outpouring of support and caring have
been nothing short of amazing. We have heard from
nurse colleagues from all over the country, most notably
the American Nurses Credential Center (ANCC) has put
us in contact with Ochsner Medical Center in Louisiana,
directly impacted by Hurricane Katrina in 2005.
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Join the team of RNs and 1 MD at our premier private Brother/Sister
Resident Camp, at the foothills of the Berkshire Mountains in Kent, CT.
We are seeking experienced RNs. Positions are available from June 14July 20 or July 20 -August 18 (DATES ARE FLEXIBLE). Free camp tuition
option for children of staff. We provide air-conditioned facility and room,
board, competitive salary, CT license reimbursement and travel allowance.

Phone: (845) 262-1090, Fax: (845) 262-1091
Email scott@kencamp.com
Website: www.kenmontkenwood.com

Enjoy A summer on East Lake in Maine
at premier girls summer camp.

Seeks Happy Nurses. Travel allowance, room & board,
excellent salary. Lots of fun! Celebrating 63 years in camping!

Mid June to Mid August

Contact Ph: 800-matoaka
Email: matoaka@matoaka.com

www.matoaka.com

spend the summer at camp! Camp Ramah,
outstanding co-ed residential camp in Dutchess
County, NY, 2 hours north of NYC, seeks RNs to join
team of 3-4 nurses and on-site MD from as early
as 6/18-8/14/13 all or part. $1300/week salary,
licensing fees, private room with
private bath, all meals, use of
facilities. ACA accredited. Call Ari
at (201) 871-7262 x202 or email
aperten@ramahberkshires.org.

SUMMER
CAMP NURSE
(RN)

Blairstown, NJ
1 hour from NYC

Weekday Sleep-Away
Camp
Begin June 10
(approx.)
End August 17
EVERY WEEKEND
OFF

CAMP NURSE

RNs needed for a NY Performing Arts Camp located in Hancock,
2½ hours from NYC. Available for 3, 6, or 9 weeks and include
room and board. Families are accommodated.
For info call (800) 634-1703
or go to: www.frenchwoods.com

800-633-7350

www.campuskids.com
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Volunteering After Sandy
Terriann Christopher, APN-BC

When I saw the call on Facebook looking for nurses
to volunteer at a shelter in Monmouth County New
Jersey in the days after Sandy struck, I was eager
to help. Part of it might have been survivor guilt.
My own home in northern NJ had been unscathed
by the storm (we lost power for all of one hour). I’d
spent the next four days viewing scenes of all the
hardship around me. About half the state was still
without power. Houses and whole neighborhoods
had been flooded and their residents displaced, not
knowing when or if they would ever be able to go
back. So I was feeling very blessed and I wanted to do
anything that I could to help those who hadn’t been as
fortunate.
I was also eager to help because I knew that my
training and experience as a nurse had given me
knowledge and skills that would be useful during
this crisis. I had worked for 10 years as a critical
care nurse, and then gone back to school to finish
an advanced degree in Psychiatric nursing and had
worked for the past 9 years as an Advanced Practice
Nurse in a psychiatric hospital. So even though I had
never volunteered during a public crisis on this scale,
I had been working for over 20 years dealing with
people who were dealing with their own individual
crises and trauma and I was hopeful that that
experience could be useful at the shelter.
I arrived at the shelter at Monmouth University four
nights after the storm hit. The Monmouth County
Sheriff Department manned the checkpoint at the
entrance to the university and then I was checked in
by the National Guard, who had set up the shelter. In
the immediate aftermath of Sandy, there were over
1200 displaced people who were being housed in
the Athletic Center. By the time I got there on Friday
evening, some of those people had been able to find
places to go, some had been sent to other shelters but
there were still what seemed to be about three or four
hundred people sleeping on cots in the gym. I was
guided to the makeshift clinic that had been set up in
one of the rooms that adjoined the gym and was given
an orientation by a Monmouth County public health
nurse who had been working almost without rest for
the past 4 days and by a medical doctor who had
been volunteering. They showed me what resources
were available at the clinic and in the surrounding
area. There were 2 hospitals within 10 miles of the
University with functioning emergency rooms, but
they were already overburdened and we wouldn’t be
sending any patients to them unless the situation was
extremely critical.
Shortly after I arrived the doctor left for the night
and the public health nurse went upstairs to get some
much needed sleep and I was left with 2 other nurses,
Kim and Danielle, to run the clinic until the morning
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volunteers showed up. There were also always at least
2 EMTs there to help out and to transport people to
or from the nearby hospitals. And there were some
wonderful kids (young adults, but kids to me) from
AmeriCorps who were helping to run the shelter.
There were about 30 people sleeping in the clinic
and others who came in from the gym to get medical
attention. They were mostly people with chronic
conditions that they managed themselves when
they were at home: COPD, diabetes, hypertension,
CHF and others. But with their homes flooded or
without power they needed some help. Many had
been evacuated without their medications or had run
out in the days since being displaced. Finding the
needed supplies had not been easy. Power was still
out, businesses were flooded and there was only one
pharmacy still operating and able to fill at least some
of the orders. I grew up watching the TV show MASH
and at times the clinic felt like that. The nurses and
the EMTs worked together to find whatever supplies
we could and to allocate the resources that were
available. We didn’t always have all the resources that
we would have liked to have had, but we had enough
to ensure the safety and health of the people who we
were serving.
Some of the medical services we provided:
Monitoring extremely elevated blood sugars, providing
oxygen, wound care, monitoring blood pressures and
managing pain.
Even more important than the medical services,
we were available to talk to the residents and to calm
and reassure them. These were people with very
real physical problems, but those problems were
heightened by the anxiety they were experiencing,
by the trauma that they had undergone. With
Thanksgiving coming up this week, one of the
things I am most thankful for is that my training
and experience as an Advanced Practice Nurse
in Psychiatry has given me the knowledge and
understanding that I needed to be of some help.
When Kim, Danielle and I left the shelter on
Saturday morning, I think we all felt a sense of
pride and fulfillment in the profession that we had
chosen. As nurses we not only have the health care
knowledge, we have the experience of working closely
with patients, of talking to them and listening to them.
We take a holistic approach to healthcare, tending
to the physical needs and the mental and emotional
needs of our patients. We see their everyday lives
and help them to integrate their healthcare with the
demands of daily life. When we left the shelter on
Saturday morning, we felt grateful that we had the
opportunity to help people who were going through
a very difficult time. We felt a special sense of
satisfaction in working together as nurses and seeing
how we could make a difference to people in a time of
need.

changes, or with a substitute bill (Second Reading).
If the bill receives a majority of affirmative votes in
Committee, it must then be posted on the Senate
agenda for a vote by all Senators (Third Reading);
upon passing with a majority of votes (21 Votes) in
the Senate, the bill is then delivered to the Assembly,
where it goes through the same process (41 Votes).
After final passage of a bill from each chamber that
contains identical language, the bill is sent to the
Governor, who, may sign it, conditionally veto it or
veto it absolutely. Once signed by the Governor, the
bill becomes law.
Several Town Hall meetings have been held at
locations throughout NJ to educate nurses, other
healthcare professionals, as well as any other
interested persons regarding removing barriers to
access to healthcare in NJ. Go to www.NJSNA.
org to look for any upcoming Town Hall meetings in
your area, or contact Jamie Smith, NJSNA, Director
of Practice and Education. Learn what you can do to
help become a part of the changing face of healthcare
in NJ!

Nursing Degree Programs

Consider a graduate Degree from Temple!

Post-BSN DNP program to become
either an Adult or Family Nurse
Practitioner (full or part-time)
Post-Masters DNP Program for
Advanced Practice Registered
Nurses-certified nurse practitioners,
clinical nurse specialists, nurse
midwives, nurse anesthetists
(full or part-time)
E-mail Andrea Darden at
andrea.darden@temple.edu
for information
to apply online go to:
www.temple.edu/nursing

g Your Life. Your Education.

{Your Terms.}

Convenient Programs in Health Care
The following programs are offered using a combination of online and face-to-face
instruction and feature flexible scheduling, experienced faculty and competitve tuition:

• Bachelor of Science in Nursing (RN to BSN)
• School Nursing Certification
• M.A. in Wellness and Lifestyle Management

APPLY
NOW

Visit www.rowanonline.com/Health
or call 856-256-4747.
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NJ N ew F ellows

Six NJ Nurses Inducted into American Academy of Nursing
Six NJ Nurses were inducted into the American
Academy of Nursing (AAN) at the Annual Conference
held on October 13, 2012 in Washington, DC. They
were among the 176 fellows to be awarded this most
prestigious honor Academy fellows represent the
nation’s leading nurse researchers, policymakers,
scholars, executives, educators and practitioners.
Academy President, Joanne Disch, PhD, RN, FAAN,
described “the tremendous growth in the Academy’s
initiatives, designed to improve the health and wellbeing of individuals, communities, and populations,
and to advance its mission of Transforming health
care policy and practice through nursing knowledge.”
Disch explained that while it is a personal honor to
become an Academy fellow, it signifies a professional
responsibility to improving the health of the nation,
and making nursing’s contribution visible. The
ceremony this year marked the induction of the
largest cohort of new fellows admitted in one year,
including nurses from across the nation and globe.
The 2012 New Jersey American Academy of
Nursing Fellows are:
• Edna Cadmus, PhD, RN, NEA-BC, Rutgers
University, College of Nursing
• Deanna Gray-Miceli, PhD, GNP-BC, RN,
FAANP, Rutgers University, College of
Nursing
• Mary Kamienski, PhD, APRN, FAEN, CEN,
University of Medicine and Dentistry of New
Jersey, School of Nursing
• Mary Ellen Roberts, DNP, RN, APN, FAANP,
Seton Hall University, College of Nursing
• Susan Salmond, EdD, RN, CNE, University of
Medicine & Dentistry of New Jersey, School of
Nursing
• Maureen T. White, MBA, RN, NEA-BC, North
Shore Long Island Jewish Health System
The Academy is composed of more than 1,800
nurse leaders; selection criteria include evidence of
significant contributions to nursing and health care
and sponsorship by two current Academy Fellows.
Applicants are reviewed by a panel comprised of
elected and appointed Fellows, and selection is based,
in part, on the extent to which the nominee’s nursing
career influences health policy, and the heath and
well-being of all. New Fellows are eligible to use the
credentials FAAN (Fellow of the American Academy
of Nursing) after their induction.
The American Academy of Nursing was founded
in 1973 under the aegis of the American Nurses
Association (ANA); today it is an independent affiliate
of the ANA. The Academy serves the public and
the nursing profession by advancing health policy
and practice through the generation, synthesis, and
dissemination of nursing knowledge. Every day across
America, the Academy and its members create and
execute knowledge-driven and policy-related initiatives
for reforms in America’s health care system.
The Academy members – known as Fellows – are
nursing’s most accomplished leaders in education,
management, practice and research. They have been
recognized for their extraordinary nursing careers and
are among the nation’s most highly-educated citizens;
more than 80 percent hold doctoral degrees, and the
rest have completed masters programs. Sixty-four
percent of the Fellowship work in academic settings,
30 percent work in service and practice settings, and
about 3 percent work in state and federal government
agencies.
************************************************************
Edna Cadmus, PhD, RN,
NEA-BC, FAAN
Dr. Edna Cadmus is
a Clinical Professor and
Specialty Director-Leadership
Track at Rutgers, The State
University of New Jersey,
College of Nursing, where she
has contributed to leveraging
nurses’ leadership capacity
in transforming healthcare
environments.
Currently,
she is educating nurses for a new leadership role,

Population Care Coordinators in collaboration with
Duke University and Horizon Healthcare Innovations.
A former chief nursing officer, Cadmus’s
commitment to excellence was demonstrated
though her leadership in achieving ANCC Magnet
Recognition three consecutive times at a community
teaching hospital. A Commissioner for the ANCC
Pathways to Excellence Program, she has developed
shared governance models and infrastructures both in
her own institution, as well as those on their journey.
Her research focus is on tool development that
quantifies the work of the nurse manager.
Past president of the Organization of Nursing
Executives of NJ, she has served as a consultant
to the NJ Hospital Association, working statewide
with the Transforming Care at the Bedside nurse
managers which resulted in improved patient and
nurse outcomes. She is the NJ Action Coalition CoLead, where she has demonstrated the ability to build
coalitions with disparate constituents resulting in the
development of an academic progression model for
NJ.
A William Paterson University graduate where
she was awarded a BSN, Cadmus received a MA
in Nursing Education from Columbia University,
Teachers College, and PhD from Adelphi University.
************************************************************
Deanna Gray-Miceli, PhD,
RN, RN, APRN, FAANP,
FAAN
Dr. Deanna Gray-Miceli
is an Assistant Professor at
Rutgers, The State University
of New Jersey, College
of Nursing. Her program
of research focuses on
improving the quality of care
and safety in the aftermath
of a fall for older adults in
nursing homes. She developed a clinical algorithm
to help nurses decipher underlying fall event factors
which led to creating and testing a comprehensive
assessment and clinical decision-making support tool.
In pilot health services research using the tool, GrayMiceli and colleagues have demonstrated fall reduction
by 30%. She is among a small group of advanced
practice nurse scholars testing evidence-based fall
prevention interventions for frail elders. Her research
also includes lived experience of falls and nurses
causal attributions and knowledge of factors causing
falls.
A clinical nurse scholar with over 29 years of
practice, as a gerontological nurse practitioner, GrayMiceli is committed to advancing excellence in the
care of older adults. A former Project Director of the
Geriatric Nursing Education Consortium (GNEC)
Curriculum, she shaped the educational blueprint for
this national faculty development initiative.
A Fairleigh Dickinson University graduate, receiving
a BSN, Gray-Miceli was awarded a MSN from the
University of Pennsylvania, and PhD from Widener
University. She was a Claire M. Fagin Building
Academic Geriatric Nursing Capacity Postdoctoral
Fellow; National Institute of Aging, Research Institute
Scholar; Fellow of the Gerontological Society
of America and American Academy of Nurse
Practitioners; and lead consultant for statewide fall
prevention initiatives.
************************************************************
Mary Kamienski, PhD,
APRN, FAEN, CEN, FAAN
Dr. Mary Kamienski is
an Associate Professor, and
Chair for the Primary Care
Department at the University
of Medicine and Dentistry,
School of Nursing. Kamienski
led the development of a
unique master’s program that
educates nurses to become
family nurse practitioners,
specializing in emergency care. One of only a few in
the nation to be selected, the program was established

with a competitive grant from the Health Resources
and Services Administration, US Department of
Health and Human Services (HRSA/USDHHS).
Also, she is a principal investigator for three grants
funded by HRSA and the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation in Women’s Health, Emergency Room
Nurse Practitioner preparation, and the NJ Nursing
Initiative to prepare faculty.
A lifetime member of the Emergency Nurses
Association, Kamienski is active at the local, state,
and national level, having received the NJ ENA
Lifetime Achievement, and Nurse Practitioner
Awards. She serves on the Institute for Emergency
Nursing Research, having received the ENA Research
Award. Also, she received the NJ March of Dimes
Nurse of the Year Award for Education.
************************************************************
Mary Ellen Roberts, DNP,
RN, APN, FAANP, FAAN
Dr. Mary Ellen Roberts is
an assistant professor and
director of the doctor of
nursing practice program
at Seton Hall University,
College of Nursing. Robert’s
exemplary leadership has
led to the development
and promotion of nurse
practitioner roles in diverse
setting, increased visibility of NPs in all areas of
practice, improved access to health care for urban
populations, and expanded nursing contributions to
health policy agendas. As the American Academy
of Nurse Practitioners President, Roberts focused
on expanding NP scope of practice. She pioneered
efforts to increase the visibility of NPs by using the
media to enlighten interdisciplinary health care
providers and the public. Her role as spokeswoman
has afforded her appointments to health policy
groups; through her efforts, provider neutral language
has been included in legislation.
Roberts has made many presentations to
interdisciplinary groups on primary and specialty care,
as well as authored professional journal publications.
She shaped the initiation of the doctor of nursing
practice program; her seminal AANP white paper
supporting the DNP degree continues to serve as the
voice of more than 50,000 practicing NPs.
A College of St. Elizabeth graduate, receiving a
BSN, Roberts received a MSN and MA from Seton
Hall University, and DNP from the University of
Iowa. She maintains a practice in East Orange, NJ, in
addition to her academic appointment.
************************************************************
Susan Salmond, EdD, RN,
CNE, FAAN
Dr. Susan Salmond is Dean
and Professor, University
of Medicine and Dentistry,
School of Nursing, and CoDirector of the NJ Center for
Evidence-Based
Practice.—
the
first
international
collaborating center of the
Joanna Briggs Institute in
the United States. Salmond
has furthered multicultural education and established
inter-professional collaborations, and led faculty in
development of a nurse-managed transdisciplinary
heath center for underserved urban communities.
Salmond has made significant contributions to
nursing through her scientific expertise, systematic
review methodologies and international consultations;
she coauthored the book, Comprehensive and
Systematic Review for Advanced Practice Nursing,
and a monograph, Knowledge Translation in
Healthcare. She is the Co-Convener of the Nursing
Care Clinical Trial Database Node of the Cochrane
Nursing Care Field, and is a NJ Action Coalition CoLead.
A graduate of Villanova University, receiving
Inducted into AAN continued on page 9
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I n M emor i a m
Ruth
(nee-Boer)
Belanus Freerks, died on
Sept. 19, 2012, at the age
of 85. She was the director
of Home Health Services
at Hackensack University
Medical Center, as well as a
Nursing Consultant for 35
years before retiring in 1997.
Ruth served on national,
state and local health care
and human service boards
Ruth Belanus
throughout her career; she
Freerks
was a member of the Board
of Trustees at Greystone
Park Psychiatric Hospital since 1985. Ruth received
a BS degree in Nursing from Jersey City College
and Medical Center, and a degree in Public Health
Administration from New York University, She is
the mother of Andrea Belanus Brassard, RN, DNSc,
APN, Center to Champion Nursing in America,
Senior Strategic Policy Advisor, Washington, DC,
whose tribute follows:
You may not know that my mother, Ruth Boer
Belanus Freerks, wrote her own obituary 5 years ago
when she drafted her advance directive which we
honored.
My mother’s goal was the availability and
provision of quality health care and human
services. She believed that quality health care
should be available to all and was a tireless advocate
for vulnerable populations including the frail
homebound elders, the terminally ill, infants and
children with disabilities and/or chronic illnesses, and
persons with severe mental illness – who cannot live
in the community.
Mom was a pioneer nursing leader, who directed
one of the first Medicare certified home health
agencies in the country. At the state level, she was
president of New Jersey League for Nursing, and
was part of the steering committee that created
the Home Health Assembly of New Jersey – her
signature is on the original incorporation papers.
She was chairman of the board from 1981 to 1985
and honored with this association’s Martha Esposito
award. Sherl Brand, the executive director of the
Home Care Association of NJ tells us that this

award is given only to those who have demonstrated
extraordinary service over a lifetime of achievement,
and who have made major contributions to home
care and/or hospice.
Nationally, Mom was on the original board of
directors of the National Association of Home Care.
She testified before the U.S. Senate Committee on
Aging in 1990 on Respite Care in NJ. The concern
was that if the government expanded benefits for
home care and respite care, many people would
“come out of the woodwork” for services.
Mom was appointed to the Board of Trustees
at Greystone Park Psychiatric Hospital in 1985,
serving as chairman, and as vice chairman at the
time of her death. She was a volunteer consultant,
helping this complex, state agency maintain Joint
Commission accreditation. She was the board liaison
to “Concerned Families” advocating for the patients
and their families. The director of nursing told me
that every May, Mom would give her a handshake
and a hug, putting some large bills in her hand for
Nurses’ Week. She volunteered her husband Russ to
play his pedal steel guitar at many social gatherings.
I am my mother’s daughter. I am proud that at
gatherings of nurses and health leaders such as at
the National Association of Home Care convention,
I was always introduced as Ruth’s daughter.
When my husband James moved us to the
Washington DC area 8 years ago, it was really, really
hard. My mom wrote me a note saying she knew it
would be a good move for us but she would miss me
terribly.
I am privileged to work for Susan Reinhard at the
Center to Champion Nursing in America, part of
the Public Policy Institute of AARP. Our mission is
to ensure that all Americans have access to a highly
skilled nurse when and where they need one. We
work on the Campaign for Action, implementing the
recommendations of the Institute of Medicine report,
The Future of Nursing, Leading Change, Advancing
Health.
I’m grateful that Mom was with me at the
National Press Club in Washington when this
landmark IOM report was released, and to join
the dialogue with national health care leaders.
My position is funded in part by the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation and whenever I had to attend
an overnight meeting in Princeton, Mom would
drive down and join me. And this spring, Mom drove
me from the train station in Newark to a speaking
engagement at the Connecticut Nurses Association.

Inducted into AAN continued from page 8

For that past few years, she’s been introduced as
“Andrea’s mother” and I know she is very proud.
Mom’s advocacy stems from her strong Christian
faith. In Matthew 25 Jesus says “inasmuch as you”
cared for the “least of these my sisters and brothers”
– whether physically or mentally ill, or homebound
or terminally ill, - “ you cared for Me.”
Mom had a note posted on her refrigerator “do
good, avoid evil, stay in love with God!”
Shirley Mae Riley, of
Wheatland PA and former
president of NJSNA’s Region
3, died Tuesday, November 6,
2012 at home. She was 80.
Shirley was born July 7,
1932, in Farrell, to Robinson
and Eulah Mae (MacPhaul)
Ford. Shirley was a 1950
graduate of Farrell High
School and went to Trumbull
Nursing
School.
She
Shirley Mae Riley
received her master’s degree
in nursing from Montclair
State College, Montclair, N.J.
She was employed as the director of nursing at
Beth Israel Hospital in Newark, N.J., retiring in 1997.
She was a member of Lambda Kappa Mu sorority and
held various positions in the organization.
Shirley returned to the Shenango Valley in 2001
and served as a member of the NAACP and was a
Wheatland borough councilwoman for 10 years. She
was a devoted member of First Baptist Church, where
she served as a member of the choir, the missionary
society, and kitchen committee.
Preceded in death by her parents; a sister, Linda
Joyce Spires; two brothers, Thomas Miller Ford and
Robinson Ford Jr. She leaves to cherish her memory
her beloved sister, Beatrice Ford with whom she made
her home; four nephews, Thomas Michael Ford of
Bloomington, Ind., Eric Ford of Atlanta, Ga., Donald
Spires and his wife, Verna of San Diego, Calif., David
Spires of Boardman; her sister-in-law, Louise Ford of
Fla.; her brother-in-law, Donald Spires of Boardman; a
host of other relatives and dear friends.
Please visit jewashingtonfuneralservices.com to
leave condolences and to sign the online guestbook.
Condolences may be faxed to 330 782-2050 or
emailed to jewashton@aol.com. Interment was at the
Hillcrest Memorial Park in Hermitage PA on Friday,
November 9, 2012.

a BSN, Salmond received a MSN at Seton Hall
University, and EdD at Columbia University, Teachers
College.

Healers of mind, body and spirit.
Ambassadors of hope.
Respected nursing professionals
and commissioned officers.

Achieve Test Prep’s LPN to RN
Bridge program helps you earn
your RN Degree in less time
and for less money!

A SHIFT IN NURSING THAT’S
TRULY AN HONOR TO TAKE ON.
Nurses can gain extraordinary experience, enjoy excellent
benefits and earn a world of respect serving part-time in
America’s Navy Reserve. All while maintaining a civilian
career. You can work in any of 19 specialization areas
or roles – from Critical Care to Nurse Anesthetist. And
depending on specialty, you may receive a bonus ranging
from $10,000 to $25,000 per year for up to three years,
nursing school loan repayment assistance or specialty pay.*

Why become an RN the Achieve Way.....

• No Waiting List–Get Started NOW
• Attend live, teacher led classes–on campus
or in the virtual classroom
• Achieve your RN faster and for less
• All nursing courses taught by RNs

WANT TO LEARN MORE? CONTACT YOUR NAVY RESERVE
MEDICAL RECRUITER TODAY.
*Some requirements are: must be a licensed practicing BSN from
an accredited program, have US Citizenship and be under the age of
47. Please email your CV or resume to jobs.leads119@navy.mil
or call 1-800-327-0939.
©202. Paid for by the U.S. Navy. All rights reserved.
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************************************************************
Maureen T. White, MBA,
RN, NEA-BC, FAAN
Maureen T. White is
Senior Executive for Nursing
Services, and Director of the
Institute, at North Shore-Long
Island Jewish (LIJ) Health
System. She is responsible for
developing and implementing
health
system
policies,
protocols, strategic planning
and operational standards.
As the Institute Director, she focuses on nursing
education and research, the creation of healthy work
environments, and the development of future nursing
leaders in the health system. Previously, White served
as vice president for patient care services at North
Shore University Hospital and LIJ Medical Center.
White was the recipient of the American
Organization of Nurse Executives (AONE) Mentorship
Award, having previously earned the Department
Wide Innovations Award. She was the recipient of
the Molloy College, Distinguished Alumni Award,
and named the Queensborough Community College,
Humanitarian Partner of the Year. Focusing on
workforce development initiatives, she was a faculty
member at the Institute for Healthcare Improvement.
White holds two undergraduate degrees from
Molloy College, and a MBA from Fordham University.

Six Campuses throughout
New Jersey!
Call now

888-900-8380
www.AchieveTestPrep.com
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receive invitations to the University of Texas’ Evidence
Based Conference for best practices in healthcare
delivery.
Maria Brennan, RN, MSN, CPHQ, is the Vice
President and Chief Nursing Officer at St. Joseph’s
Health Care System in Paterson, NJ. A Senior
Executive with extensive experience in Health Care
Administration, she is a results-oriented administrator
with a proven track record in fiscal management,
performance improvement, patient care redesign,
case management, regulatory compliance and
program development. She is a creative individual
who can lead people and organizations through the
change process.
Helene Burns, RN, MSN, NEA-BC, is Vice
President of Clinical Services for Kennedy University
Hospital in Stratford, NJ. A dynamic and inspiring
leader, she is a steward for change and a driving force
to advance nursing practice, clinical competency
and patient safety at all levels of the organization,
but most importantly at the bedside. Her beliefs are
demonstrated as an authentic leader with an approach
that is to be visible and engaging with all staff. Many
new clinical initiatives have originated from her
collaborative efforts.

Dianne Aroh, RN, MS, NEA-BC, is Executive
Vice President, and Chief Nursing and Patient Care
Officer at Hackensack University Medical Center.
She has achieved and sustained exceptional clinical
and management outcomes through exemplary
and innovative leadership, in-depth knowledge, and
expertise. As a visionary leader she is passionate
about healthcare needs of patients’ families and the
community she serves. It is her belief that healthcare
providers “are privileged to share exceptional
moments of the human experience that are
unparalleled.”
Adrienne Banavage, RN, MSN, ONC, is a
Clinical Nurse Educator at Robert Wood Johnson
University Hospital, New Brunswick, NJ. Banavage’s
unyielding commitment to advance the nursing
profession through her provision of expert patient
care, contributions to nursing education, research,
evidence-based practice, mentorship, and visionary
leadership have contributed to improving nursing
practice at all levels. She is an expert with respect
to care delivery models and systems, and has served

as a key member of the hospital’s Magnet steering
committee.
Robyn Begley, RN, DNP, NEA, is AtlantiCare’s
Vice President of Nursing and Chief Nursing Officer.
Her experience as a Senior Healthcare Executive
spans over 25 years in managing clinical operations,
nursing, ancillary, and support services across the
care continuum. Begley has demonstrated the ability
to excel in safety, quality, satisfaction, and fiscal
outcomes in resource-sensitive, highly competitive,
and heavily regulated environments. She is a
collaborator, visionary and recognized as an action
oriented, innovative, problem solver.
Gloria Boseman, RN, PhD, a tenured Professor
at NJ City University, Nursing Department, has
taught in and chaired a nursing department that
has graduated more than 1000 nurses who entered
practice at the baccalaureate level. The program
boasts one of the largest minority student bodies
in New Jersey. Focusing on health and the delivery
of quality care to the community, she has facilitated
the nursing staff at East Orange General Hospital to

SAVE THE DATE
New Jersey STD
Clinical Update
Program and registration information will
be available January 2013;
CME and CNE available.

Please visit: www.nycptc.org for information
as it becomes available!

March 2013

Susan Castor, RN, MSN, CCRN, NEABC, is the Chief Nursing Officer at Health South
Rehabilitation Hospital, in Toms River. She has
motivated, mentored and transitioned clerical staff
and nursing assistants to RN degree programs. She
has encouraged nurses to advance their education,
to get involved with their professional organization,
and attain their specialty certification to foster nurse’s
positive image and to contribute significant outcomes
to healthcare and society. She is a champion of the
Philippine Nurses Association of NJ.
Barbara Chamberlain, RN, PhD, MBA,
APRN, is a past president of NJ State Nurses
Association and a committed educator who
continues to teach at all levels of nursing with the
goal of merging business practices and nursing.
Chamberlain recently retired as the program director
for Transforming Care at the Bedside (TCAB), a
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation funded project,
at NJ Hospital Association. She exemplifies the
characteristics of nurse leaders who have earned
respect from peers, is a role model for professional
nurses, and one who excels in her area of expertise,
education.
Sharon Donahue Hellwig, RN, EdD, CNE,
recently retired from the College of Saint Elizabeth,
as Professor and Director of the Graduate Nursing
Program, in Morristown, where she currently serves
as adjunct professor. Her career has included positions
in nursing education, acute care, community health,
and healthcare quality. Hellwig has made important
contributions to the ongoing academic programs
in nursing and has championed healthcare quality
improvement.
Lois Greene, RN, MBA, Vice President of
Ambulatory Services at Newark Beth Israel Medical
Center, is responsible for out-patient departments,
including The Fredrick B. Cohen MD Center, and The
Center for Breast Health. She focuses on reducing
health-care disparities for vulnerable and at-risk
populations. Greene is past president of the Board of
Trustees for the Susan G. Komen for the Cure, and
the National Black Nurses Association’s Concerned
Black Nurses of Newark Chapter. She recently
participated in a Global Health Missions project
bringing life saving surgery to Peru.
Cheryl A. Krause-Parello, RN, PhD, is
dedicated to facilitating growth in nursing research
at Kean University, as an Associate Professor of
Nursing and Director of the Center for Nursing
Research. Through the Center, she has created
a unique opportunity for faculty and students to
collaborate in the research process. Believing that the
advancement of knowledge is of absolute importance
continued on page 11
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Cheryl A. Krause-Parello continued from page 10
to the profession of nursing, the Center educates
students through mentoring in scholarly activities, and
supporting a commitment to research.
Maria Lapid, RN, MEd, LPNA, has been the
administrator and owner of the Green Acres Manor,
Nursing and Rehabilitation Center for the past 23
years; in addition, she established Magnolia Gardens,
an assisted living facility. These facilities are located
on the same campus and offer a continuum of care
for residents, where they and the staff are treated as
family. She believes that there is good in everyone
and given a chance to succeed, they will take the
opportunity. Also, she believes that if you are going to
do something make sure you give it your all.
Janet Mahoney, RN, PhD, is Dean and
Professor at Monmouth University, Marjorie K.
Unterberg School of Nursing and Health Studies.
Mahoney led the efforts to establish the first doctoral
program at Monmouth University, the Doctor of
Nursing Practice (DNP). The DNP program prepares
nurses at the highest level of nursing practice to
be leaders in applying research to practice and to
advance nursing practice. She is Co-Director of
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, NJ Nursing
Initiative grant which supports nurses to become
future nursing faculty.
Albert Rundio, RN, PhD, DNP, APRN, NEABC, DNAP, is the Associate Dean for Post Licensure
Nursing Programs and On-Line Learning; RN to BSN,
Graduate and Doctoral Programs. Not only is Rundio
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an extraordinary professional, but also he has had a
sustained influence on clinical practice; education,
administration, and scholarship. Rundio retains the
same enthusiasm that so many of us had at the very
beginning of our nursing journey, and those who have
the privilege to work with him appreciate his enduring
enthusiasm and love for nursing.
Raymond Scarpa, RN, DNP, AOCN, APNBC, practices as a Supervisory Advanced Practice
Nurse in the Department of Otolaryngology Head
and Neck Surgery, at the University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey University Hospital. Scarpa’s
professional interests include performance assessment
for advanced nursing practice, surgical treatment
of head and neck disorders, and otolaryngology,
as a specialty for advanced nursing practice. He is
an exemplary role model and mentor to legions of
students at several nursing schools in New Jersey.
Traci Sicurella, RN, BSN, CLNC, is
Director of Nursing at Barnegat Rehabilitation and
Nursing Center in Barnegat, N.J. Her professional
accomplishments at the Center include restructuring
the staff development program, designing the new
policy and procedure for the educational process
on resident elopement, as well as many policy and
procedures regarding infection prevention. She
is an excellent professional leader whose qualities
include compassion, consideration, dedication, and
willingness to mentor staff. Her professionalism and
commitment to nursing make her an excellent role
model to emulate.

Dorothy Carolina, RN, PhD, is an Assistant
Professor of Nursing at Seton Hall University, College
of Nursing. She educates, mentors and advises
undergraduate generic and registered nurse students
in Leadership and Management, Community Health,
and Nursing Research courses, for example. Carolina
possesses a unique background that brings together
the best that higher education in nursing has to offer,
as a practitioner and an educator. She has also served
as a leader in NJ State Nurses’ Association, and as
Vice President of Gamma Nu Chapter of Sigma Theta
Tau International.
Kenneth Wolski, RN, MPA, Executive Director
of the Coalition for Medical Marijuana, is a widely
recognized health policy leader whose expertise has
positively impacted nursing and health care. As cofounder of the Coalition for Medical Marijuana-New
Jersey, Inc, Wolski collaborated with the NJSNA
leadership and NJ nurses to enact the Compassionate
Use of Marijuana Act in 2010. With his leadership,
NJSNA led the way in NJ, and also at the national
level through the American Nurses Association, to
support legislation to legalize medical marijuana.
Deborah Zastocki, RN, DNP, CNAA, NEABC, FACHE, is President and Chief Executive Officer
at Chilton Hospital. In her roles as an accomplished
administrator, nurse, teacher, and author, Zastocki
has served to advance and lead the profession. A
woman of action, she understands the power behind
putting her thoughts and feelings into actions that
evoke change. Her leadership and mentorship inspire
novice nurses, and bring pride to her peers within the
nursing profession.

The Complete DIVA/DON Gala Journal can be viewed on our website www.NJSNA.org.
I’m not just a nurse.

I’m inventing a new model of health care.
Arlette, VA RN

Apply Today: VAcareers.va.gov/nursing

Follow VA Careers

UMDNJ-SCHOOL OF NURSING
Nursing Faculty & Staff Positions
Newark & Stratford, NJ
UMDNJ-School of Nursing offers a comprehensive program of nursing education enrolling the
largest number of BSN, MSN and DNP students in the state. Our programs continue to advance
as we prepare nurses to meet the healthcare needs of today and tomorrow.

FACULTY — BSN & MSN Programs

Nationally certified Advanced Practice Nurses are invited to apply for immediate openings with
our BSN and MSN programs in Newark and Stratford, NJ. Full-time, Adjunct and Per Diem
appointments are available in these specialties:

• ACUTE/CRITICAL CARE Nurse Practitioner
• ADULT Nurse Practitioner
• COMMUNITY HEALTH Nursing
• FAMILY Nurse Practitioner
• FAMILY Nurse Practitioner with Emergency Nursing experience (min. 1 year)

FACULTY — DNP program

STUDENTS FIRST

ADVANCE YOUR CAREER!
RN TO BSN – 17-MONTH FAST TRACK
• Meet one full day a week –
same day for duration of program
• Earn three graduate-level credits at
undergraduate tuition rate
• Offered on campus and at area hospitals
and community colleges. Call for locations.
ACCELERATED BACHELOR’S TO BSN
• For those who already hold a
non-nursing bachelor’s degree

Please submit your CV with a letter of interest to: Wendy A. Ritch, MA, MTS, Assistant Dean for
Administration, UMDNJ-School of Nursing, 65 Bergen St., Suite 1127, Newark NJ 07101-1709; or
email: sncareers@umdnj.edu

MSN WITH TRACKS IN:
• Adult-Gerontology Nurse Practitioner
• Family Nurse Practitioner
• Nurse Education
• Nurse Executive

STAFF OPPORTUNITIES

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

• Nursing Student Recruiters

MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION IN:
• School Nursing and Health Education
• School Nursing
• Health Education

Doctoral-prepared nurses are invited to join the faculty for our Newark-based DNP program.

• Advance Practice Nurse, Mobile Health Program (Newark)
Immediate openings in Newark and Stratford, NJ. Candidates must apply online at
www.umdnj.edu/hrweb
UMDNJ offers competitive salaries and excellent benefits. Onsite child care is available. UMDNJ
is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer, M/F/D/V.

8

8

8

MASTER OF SCIENCE
HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION
• Earn your degree in about two years
• Complete one course every eight weeks

JOIN US!
OPEN HOUSE
January 8, 2013
5 p.m.–7 p.m.
Kirby Hall
262 South Main Street
Lodi, NJ 07644
SIGN-UP FOR OPEN HOUSE:
201.559.6077
graduate@felician.edu
felician.edu
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Nurses: The Frontline Caregivers for
Those Who Have Served

Mary Padden, PhD, RNC, CPT, AN;
Diana Pitman, RN, CPT, AN;
Kate Gillespie, MSN, RN
In the past decade, 2.7 million Americans served in
Iraq and Afghanistan and there are currently over one
million Veterans of these wars (Insel, 2012; The White
House, 2012). These Veterans are our male and
female relatives, neighbors, colleagues, coworkers,
college classmates, and patients. On April 11, 2012,
First Lady Michelle Obama and Jill Biden announced
the commitment from over 150 nursing organizations
and 500 schools of nursing to prepare nurses
to meet the healthcare needs of these Veterans.
Nursing has made the commitment a to improve
the care of Veterans, service members, and families
facing post-traumatic stress disorder, traumatic brain
injury, depression, and other clinical issues through
education, research, and through the dissemination of
the most up to date information in the care of these
disorders (The White House).
Nurses can begin to address this challenge by
gaining an understanding of some of the seen
and unseen healthcare problems Veterans may be
encountering. Since 2003, 126,000 of those who
served have been diagnosed with traumatic brain
injury (TBI) and 70,000 have been diagnosed with
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and the
risk of PTSD is higher in females (Insel, 2012). Of
293,861 Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans who sought
health care through the Veterans Administration (VA)
health system, psychiatric disorders were identified
as the second most prevalent reason for seeking
care (Stecker et al., 2010). Despite these staggering
numbers, roughly 47% of Veterans do not access the
VA system for healthcare (Tarantino, 2011).
Although the incidence of PTSD and TBI is high
among Veterans it is important to remember that
these diagnoses are not common to all Veterans.
Likewise, some Veterans may suffer with both
disorders. PTSD and TBI can be challenging because
symptoms may not be readily apparent and Veterans
may not readily admit to or consciously be aware of
either “unseen” disorder (Pitman, 2012). Recognition
of both disorders is essential for treatment, but PTSD
has been linked to an increased risk of substance
abuse and suicide making the diagnosis and referral
for treatment particularly important (Hudenko &
Krenshaw, 2011). For nurses, knowledge of the
symptoms of these disorders and the resources for
referral are necessary to improve the healthcare
outcomes for these Veterans.
A Veteran may present with a complaint unrelated
to PTSD or TBI, but either disorder may be the
underlying purpose for seeking healthcare. The
only way to learn more is to ask and Pitman (2012)
recommends screening all patients by asking, “Are
you currently or have you ever been in the military?”
If the answer is yes, then ask about the location
and number of deployments as a history of multiple
deployments increases the risk of PTSD (Armed
Forces Health Surveillance Center, 2011).
When interacting with Veterans and active duty
military who have been deployed and survived
or witnessed traumatic events, be reminded that
these individuals have endured significant risks and
hardships. Recognize that readjustment to civilian
life can be difficult. Avoid complaining about things
like the lack of staff or how busy the unit has been
lately. Veterans may have little tolerance for those
who complain about inconveniences like long waiting
times or poor staffing. Be respectful, empathetic,
and supportive and avoid platitudes and automatic
responses like. “I understand.” The reality is, unless
you have been where the Veteran has been, you have
no way of understanding his or her circumstances
(Pitman, 2012).
Be observant for signs and symptoms of PTSD
or TBI. Symptoms of TBI may include difficulty
concentrating and deficits in short term memory
(CDC, 2012). PTSD can cause a range of responses
or reactions depending upon the individual and

reactions can range from withdrawing from the
situation to angry outbursts. Reactions may be
“triggered” by seemingly innocuous events like
an odor or a sound related to the original trauma.
Immediate referrals may be necessary for crisis
intervention as with any patient in psychological
distress (NIMH, 2009).
As the war in Afghanistan winds down, more and
more Veterans will be coming home and many may
not qualify for VA healthcare unless they have an
illness or disability acquired while in service or they
meet certain income guidelines. As nurses and patient
advocates it is our responsibility to recognize the
“seen” and “unseen” war related injuries and to know
when and where to refer. To learn more access the
following sources:
*http://www.ptsd.va.gov/professional/index.asp
*http://www.traumaticbraininjuryatoz.org/Home.
aspx
*http://w w w.nami.org/ Template.cfm?Section
=Depression&Template=/ContentManagement/
ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=88939
*http://www.nj.gov/military/veterans/
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Jurado Travels to Alaska

Seated L-R: Vice President Roberto C. Pioquinto, Jr.; President Lorna H. Garcia; Lourdes Nisperos,
VP for Western Region PNAA; Board Members Lucena T. Lagman, Marlyn T. Morgan; Leo-Felix
Jurado, Past President PNAA; Debbie Thompson, Executive Director of Alaska Nurses Association
(AaNA); Mario R.G. Saturnino (Chairman). Standing L-R: Josephine L. Lubaton; Anne M. Arceo;
Secretary Leila V. Pioquinto; Treasurer Mateo W. Banggiacan.
Leo-Felix M. Jurado, MSN, RN, ANP, PhDc
past president of the Philippine Nurses Association
(PNAA) traveled to Anchorage, Alaska for the
August 11, 2012 induction of Officers and Board
of Directors of the Philippine Nurses Association
of Alaska, Inc. (PNAAK). The inaugural session
was attended by Debbie Thompson, RN, Executive
Director of the Alaska Nurses Association who was
also a guest speaker. She gave an inspiring message
about PNAAK’s role in actively supporting the
organization not only with money but also with time

and participation, and the importance of collaboration
between the two organizations.
Lourdes Nisperos, MSN, RN PNAA Vice President
of the Western Region was also one of the guest
speakers who educated and oriented PNAAK about
the PNAA Organization, and also delivered the
message of the PNAA President.
The PNAAK mission is to uphold and unite
Filipino nurses in Alaska, promoting fellowship in
the continental USA and around the globe thereby
uplifting wellbeing.
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P r esident ’s R eport
Commitment to Giving
Back…Post Superstorm
Sandy
Norma Rodgers, RN, BSN, President
Even the smallest act of caring for another
person is like a drop of water—it will make ripples
throughout
the
entire
pond...” Jessy and Bryan
Matteo. There is tremendous
power that comes with giving
back to your community and
to those who are living a
less fortunate lifestyle than
yourself. You can lend a hand
to help make a difference
in someone else’s life. In the
aftermath
of
Superstorm
Sandy we will need to pool
Norma Rodgers
our resources to help rebuild
New Jersey. Volunteers
from all over the world have come to New Jersey to
help provide some of the necessary services that have
been interrupted or completely destroyed as a result
of Superstorm Sandy. We can and will rebuild. Many
of our members were directly affected by the “super
storm” and will require help to rebuild their lives.
The Institute for Nursing is committed to looking at
ways that we can provide assistance to our members
as they try to rebuild their lives. Please continue to
check the NJSNA website for resources and updated
information. www.njsna.org

I commend all the nurses and other healthcare
providers that spent days providing quality care to
their patients and families during and after the storm.
Many of you were working under some very stressful
circumstances that were complicated by power
outages, telephone outages, supply shortages and
working long hours. Thank you for the dedication to
the profession.
Due to Superstorm Sandy the Annual Wine Tasting
event that was scheduled for November 14, 2012, at
Rago Arts and Auction Center in Lambertville, NJ
was postponed and will be rescheduled for a later
date. The annual golf outing in the spring is currently
in the planning stage. For more information and
registration go to www.njsna.org
The IFN saluted 19 outstanding nursing leaders
that were honored on October 24, 2012 at the
DIVA and DON Gala held at Bally’s Atlantic City.
The IFN wishes to thank our 2012 DIVA and DON
sponsors for their support: Chilton Health Network
(Diamond Sponsor) • Hackensack University Medical
Center (Diamond Sponsor) • Seton Hall University
(Platinum Sponsor) • University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey (Platinum Sponsor) •
Monmouth University (Silver Sponsor) • East Orange
General Hospital (Platinum Sponsor).
The Institute for Nursing has been providing
funding for the nursing community for nearly three
decades, and we would like to hear from those that
have received support in the past. How has receiving
funding from the IFN impacted your life or career?
Email your story to: norma@board.njsna.org
“I have found that among its other benefits, giving
liberates the soul of the giver.”—Maya Angelou

Eastern International College offers many incentives to faculty including a
competitive salary and pays faculty for course preparation activities in addition to
actual teaching time.

We are seeking Didactic and Clinical Nursing Instructors for our
Belleville campus Associate Degree in Nursing program.
We are seeking qualified candidates to teach didactic and clinical courses in the following
areas: Pediatrics, Maternal Health, Adult Health, and Critical Care. Salary for Adjunct and
Full-time faculty compensation is commensurate with education and experience.
Essential Duties and Responsibilities
The primary responsibilities of Clinical Nursing Instructors are to provide clinical
supervision to nursing students.
• Teach assigned didactic and/or clinical courses in a manner consistent with the
department and State Board of Nursing standards
• Knowledgeable regarding clinical agencies utilized; their policies, procedures,
and ensure the successful completion of clinical objectives, skill competencies,
and geographic placement of each student
• Effectively organize and teach assigned course work in the didactic and/
or clinical settings in accordance with established or developed syllabi;
assignments may include various delivery formats, methods, work schedules
and locations
• Evaluate, report and record student performance and progress according to
College and Nursing Department guidelines
Requirements
• Didactic instructors must have an MSN
• Clinical instructors must have an MSN and recent direct patient care experience
• Doctoral degree preferred (PhD, EdD, DNSc, DNP)
Eastern International College is accredited by the Accrediting Commission for Career
Schools and Colleges (ACCSC) with authorization to award certificates, diplomas, and
Associate of Arts degrees. The nursing program is approved by New Jersey Board of
Nursing and has Candidacy Status with the NLN AC. The institution is committed to
preparing students academically and professionally to meet the constantly changing
employment requirements of business, industry, public service organizations,
and medical support agencies functioning in a highly advanced and expanding
technological community.

Interested candidates should forward
resume to drmustafa@eicollege.edu
or fax to 973 751 9126.

University Medical Center of Princeton at Plainsboro (UMCPP)

NURSING EXCELLENCE

Advancing your nursing
career starts NOW.

And it starts here, at Saint Peter’s University.
Our nursing programs cater to student’s needs with a
convenient Englewood Cliffs location and flexible
course schedules, like our 19-month Express Track.
We’re proud to announce our new University status and
offer our students even more learning opportunities,
career possibilities, and life-changing experiences.
University Medical Center of Princeton at Plainsboro

saintpeters.edu/nursing • (201) 761-6272

(UMCPP) has achieved Magnet status, the highest

Spring semester begins in January. There is still time
to apply, and transfer students are welcome.

®

institutional recognition available for nursing excellence.
We are committed to treating every patient with compassion
and every medical need with excellence. For a complete
listing of opportunities, please visit our Careers page
at http://bit.ly/PHCScareers.

DNP

Direct Track: Clinical Practice
or Indirect Track:
Nurse Administrators/Executives

RN to MSN Bridge
For RNs with non-nursing
Bachelor's degrees

ONE PLAINSBORO ROAD • PLAINSBORO, NJ 08536
princetonhcs.org

MSN

Case Management/
Nursing Administration
or Adult Primary Care
(Nurse Practitioner)

RN to BSN

Express, Evening & Online

School of Nursing
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Breaking Down Silos: Aligning Individual
Research Investigations
With National Research Agendas
Susan B. Fowler, PhD, RN, CNRN, FAHA
Column Editor
We talk about working in silos. For example, the Emergency Department (ED)
may be unaware of an initiative by the trauma unit to streamline their admitting
process, which directly relates to patient transfer from the ED. Researchers can
also develop proposals and conduct their investigation without knowledge of how
their study aligns with national research agendas. This awareness ensures that
individual research investigations fit into the bigger picture of research developed
and recommended by national nursing organizations.
The research agenda applicable across most practice and clinical settings
is that of the National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR). The following five
board categories capture research focused on patients and families, structure and
processes of care, and nurses:
•

Enhance health promotion and disease prevention;

•

Improve quality of life by managing symptoms of acute and chronic illness;

•

Improve palliative and end-of-life care;

•

Enhance innovation in science and practice; and,

•

Develop the next generation of nurse scientists.

If we were to conduct a research investigation comparing perceptions of
palliative care by trauma surgeons, ED trauma nurses, ICU trauma nurses, trauma
medical-surgical nurses, and families of trauma patients this topic aligns with
NINR’s focus on improving palliative and end-of-life care. In addition, we might
look at research agendas of the Emergency Nurses Association (ENA), Society
of Trauma Nurses (STN), American Association of Critical Care Nurses (AACN),
Academy of Medical-Surgical Nurses (AMSN), and Hospice and Palliative Nurses
Association (HPNA). Unfortunately, none were found for ENA, STN, and AMSN,
although they all encourage research and provide funding opportunities.
AACN has five major categories of research priorities which include:
•

Effective and appropriate use of technology to achieve optimal patient
assessment, management, and/or interventions;

•

Creation of a healing, humane environment;

•

Processes and systems that foster the optimal contribution of critical care
nurses;

•

Effective approaches to symptom management; and,

•

Prevention and management of complications.

Our research idea comparing healthcare providers and family perceptions of
palliative care with a focus on trauma has the potential to generate knowledge that
could 1) contribute to a more healing, humane environment; 2) change processes
for addressing palliative care in critical care with a focus on the role of the critical

NJSNA members save 5% on auto insurance
through Plymouth Rock Assurance!*
Call 1-888-391-4910 or visit
PlymouthRockNJ.com today
for your no-obligation quote!

*Plymouth Rock Assurance is a marketing name used by a group of separate companies that write
and manage property and casualty insurance in multiple states. Insurance in New Jersey is offered
by Plymouth Rock Management Company of New Jersey on behalf of High Point Property and
Casualty Insurance Company and their affiliates. Each company is financially responsible only for its
own insurance products. Actual coverage is subject to the language of the policies as issued by each
company. Group discounts apply to policies written in High Point Property and Casualty Insurance
Company. If the discount is not currently applied, it may be added upon request. May not be combined
with any other group discounts. Offer available to New Jersey residents only.
©2012 Plymouth Rock Management Company of New Jersey. All rights reserved. 6705/122012

care nurse; and, 3) help demystify symptom management in palliative care in
trauma patients.
Finally, the national hospice and palliative nurses association has crafted a
2012-2015 research agenda with three major categories of focus which include:
•

Physical aspects: dyspnea, fatigue, and constipation;

•

Psychological and psychiatric aspects; and,

•

Structure and processes of care.

Once again, our potential investigation has the potential to develop and
implement structure and process changes of palliative care for trauma victims and
their families as a result of findings. Research agendas or priorities are used by
reviewers when evaluating a research proposal against criteria, one of which may
be the funding organization’s research agenda or priorities. In my experience as
a grant reviewer with AACN, this is the case, and I am asked to determine the
degree of relevancy of the research proposal to the agenda/priorities. If you have
a Nursing Research Council or Committee at your place of employment where
nurses review nursing research proposals, have you included this alignment with
national agendas or priorities as one of the criteria? I encourage you to do so, in a
way to educate all nurses on this national perspective.
In summary, nurses engaged in research are challenged to generate new
knowledge through quantitative investigations or theory through qualitative
methodologies, but align their topics and aims with research agendas or priorities
from national perspectives. Silos are broken down and synergy between nurses
and their clinical inquiry is evident.
Resources:
http://www.aacn.org/wd/practice/content/research/research-priority-areas.
pcms?menu=practice
http://www.hpna.org/DisplayPage.aspx?Title=Research
http://www.ninr.nih.gov/AboutNINR/NINRMissionandStrategicPlan/
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R egion News
Region 1 – Morris, Passaic,
Sussex, Warren
Francesca A Nordin, RN VP
Communications
NURSE Awardees:
Region 1 is proud to acknowledge these nurses
for their outstanding contributions to the nursing
profession, advancement of health, and the
community! They make a notable difference in
the lives of all of us. Dr. Brenda Marshall, EdD,
NP-BC, Associate Professor, and Coordinator of
the DNP Program at William Paterson University,
received an Award for Excellence in Education in
Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing Practice at the
American Psychiatric Nurses Association 26th Annual
Conference in November 2012.
Honorees recognized at the Institute for Nursing
DIVA and DON Gala held at the NJSNA/IFN Summit
on October 24, 2012: Deborah K. Zastocki, DNP,
RN, President and Chief Executive Officer, Chilton
Hospital; Maria L. Brennan, MSN, RN, CPHQ,
Chief Nursing Officer, Saint Joseph’s Healthcare
System, and Sharon Donahue Hellwig, EdD, RN,
CNE, Professor (Retired), College of Saint Elizabeth.
REGION 1 Business Meetings:
Region 1 was a proud sponsor of the President’s
Reception for the NJSNA/IFN Summit. The October
meeting was held at the Summit, and was well
attended. In an effort to reach out to our membership
in all counties, we have implemented rotation of
our business meeting sites. Please Connect with
Region 1 at our January 2013 meeting. Details are
provided via e-blast to members, and information
is posted on the NJSNA website at www.njsna.org
and, our Facebook page at www.facebook.com/
NJSNARegion1. Check out our page and like us!
COMMUNITY Service
Since 2010, our Region has provided health
education and community outreach at the Trinity
Lutheran Church Faith Kitchen in Dover. On
November 29, 2012, and December 11, 2012,
our Region nurses participated in this rewarding
community outreach project.
CONTINUING Education:
On December 11, 2012, our Region held an
education event entitled, “Obesity and Cancer Risk”
at the Tri-Co Federal Credit Union in Augusta. Dr.
Nicolas Bertha, a board-certified surgeon in bariatrics
and laparoscopic surgery, was the keynote speaker.
REGION 1 Board of Directors:
There are two vacant positions for the Board of
Directors for Region 1: Secretary and Nominating
Committee
Representative. Please contact
President, Jackie Galante at jax963@gmail.com or
President-Elect, Dan Misa at danmisa1@gmail.com for
more information.
WHAT is going on in your area? Please contact
us if you have local news that affects nurses and/or
health in our communities. My email is fan.pnp@
gmail.com.

Region 2 – Bergen, Hudson
John Fajvan, RN VP Communications
The next regularly scheduled meeting for Region
2 will be held on Tuesday, February 5, 2013. The
meeting will be held at the Panera Bread on Route 4
West in Paramus, New Jersey (in the Kohls Shopping
Center) at 6:00 PM. For those of you that are
unable to attend, but would still like to be involved,
the meeting will be Skype. If you are interested in
Skype with us, please notify John Fajvan, VP of
Communications, at JohnJr1965@aol.com, in order to
register and receive instructions.

Region 3 – Essex, Union
Varsha Singh, RN VP Communications
Region 3 has a dynamic new board with a
distinguished leadership of Rose Rosales and guidance
from ex-president Norma Rodgers and Dr.Yvonne
Wesley. The first board meeting in September was
hosted by East Orange General Hospital and was a
great success with attendance of about 12 members.
The main agenda of the meeting was to address the
membership drive.
NJSNA Region 3 ties up with Viridian
in a unique fundraising drive
This is a proposal from our own treasurer,
Marvin Sauerhoff, who discussed the program with
Pat Barnett. After review of the website and other
supportive information, she and others decided that
it would be okay for Region 3 to conditionally launch
the program as a pilot member benefit program,
with the understanding that, if it works, there may
be further interest to offer it on a larger scale to
other regions that may qualify as independent 501C
organizations.
The benefits are affordable green energy, No
sign up fee, flexible product options (variable and/or
electric fixed rates where available).
For our organization: Simple, residual fundraising,
never ask anyone for money, no sign-up fee, no
recurring fees and minimum of $2 per electric
customer or $0.67 per natural gas customer per
month.
NJSNA President attends the NAINA
3rd Biennial conference
Judith Schmidt attended NAINA 3rd Biennial
convention in Tarrytown, New York on Oct 5-6.She
received a warm welcome from National Association
of Indian Nurses of America president Solymole
Kuruvilla. Judith Schmidt also participated actively
in NAINA 3rd biennial convention and was one of
the judges for judging the best poster presentation.
On the Gala Night, Judith participated in the most
auspicious Lamp lighting ceremony along with the
other distinguished guests. It was a beginning of true
collaboration between NJSNA and NAINA.
NJSNA Summit
Region 3 is actively participating in this event and
has the privilege to sponsor the president’s reception.
Norma Rodgers and Rose Rosales will be playing the
key role in this educational summit. Norma Rodgers
will be presenting the awards.
Philippine Nurses Association of New Jersey, Inc.
(Formed since 1976) held its 36th Annual
Nursing Excellence and Scholarship Awards night
on September 21, 2012. Rose Rosales is current
corresponding Secretary of PNANJ.
Upcoming activities:
➢ Region 3 Annual Fall Dinner – Date and Venue
TBA
➢ Website development for Region 3
➢ Changing the image of NJSNA
➢ Membership drive
➢ Encouraging more participation in the fund
raising events.
Partnerships
➢ Developing new collaboration with American
Association of Indian Nurses-NJ2.
➢ Continuing strong relationship with Nursing
Sorority “Chi Eta Phi Sorority, Inc., Tau Chi
Chapter”
➢ Key relationships with Concerned Black
Nurses of Newark, Northern NJ Black Nurses
Association.
➢ Continued collaboration and building a stronger
relationship with PNANJ especially Essex and
Union Subchapters

Region 4 - Hunterdon, Mercer,
Middlesex, Somerset
Sandy Quinn, RN President
A Region 4 meeting was held in early October
where the following goals were developed for the
upcoming year: Goals for 2012-2013 – Update the
Region 4 Bylaws; Promote the nursing profession in
the community; Increase membership in the region
Several Region 4 members attended the NJSNA
Summit in October which was an interesting and
enjoyable event.
Please watch your email for the date, time,
and location for the next Region 4 meeting.
A presentation will be given on Sepsis and
Procalcitonin: Early Detection and Improving
Standard of Care.
In addition, please email Sandy Quinn at
nursequinn519@aol.com or contact any of the below
Region 4 board members if you are interested in
getting involved in Region 4 activities or if you have
anyone who is interested in becoming a member of
the region.
Board Members: President—Sandy Quinn;
President-Elect—Regina Adams; Secretary—Barbara
Flood*; Treasurer—Barbara Kunkle; Membership—
Carolyn Bitzer; Communications—Marvella Cephas*;
Institute
for
Nursing—Jovita
Solomon-Duarte;
Policy and Practice—Sue Varga*; Nominations
and Elections—Patricia Stevens; Member at
Large Somerset—Marc Rogol; Member at Large
Middlesex—VACANT; Member at Large Mercer—
Erin Glospie*; Member at Large Hunterdon—Melissa
Sherman*
(* Denotes officers who were elected in 2012).

Region 5 – Burlington, Camden,
Cumberland, Gloucester, Salem
Kate Gillespie, RN President
2012 was a year of rebuilding and reorganization.
After many meetings, and getting a better
understanding of the needs of our region and our
nurses, we were able to obtain great nurses to
dedicate their time and become a part of our team.
We now have a complete board, and the needed
support to run our region. In September, we held our
business meeting at The Westin, Mt. Laurel NJ and
provided an educational program on “Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder.” This program was also offered
at Gloucester County College in May for nursing
students and area nurses. This topic was a timely
subject and one many nurses will encounter.
In 2013, Region five plans an educational program
in May, as well as providing nursing scholarships to
nursing candidates in our region. The region will also
be planning to take our meetings on the road so we
can reach all our five counties and the nurses that are
members. We have high hopes to reach out touch
more of nurses to get them involved and informed.

Region 6 – Atlantic, Cape May,
Monmouth, Ocean
Kathleen Mullen, RN VP
Communications
The newly elected Executive Board had their first
meeting in August. The Region’s schedule of meetings
was revised to accommodate the NJSNA Summit in
October. Membership and finances were discussed as
well.
At the NJSNA Summit, Region 6 members sold
raffle tickets to benefit the Beulah Miller Scholarship
for Nursing Education fund. Cash prizes were awarded
when the raffle was drawn.
The Board’s holiday dinner was held at the historic
Smithville Inn in southern Ocean County. General
membership meetings will be held in January in
Monmouth County and in March/April in the
Atlantic/Cape May area of the Region. In June, the
Annual Meeting will be in Ocean County. Call for
Nominations: contact Barbara Johnston (bjohnsto@
monmouth.edu) to learn more about upcoming
positions in Region 6.
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JOIN US FOR A
FUN-FILLED
3 DAY
EVENT!!
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DESIGN YOUR

Toll Free: 855-891-7356

NURSES -

January 2013

, Ohio

Giving all practicing APNs,
RNs, LPNs and Student
Nurses, throughout the
United States, an opportunity
to network with other
professionals. CEU’s Awarded.
Schedule includes:
• Breakout Sessions by Discipline
• Private Cocktail Event at
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame
with Exclusive Concert
• Lake Erie Cruise on the
Goodtime III – Cleveland’s
Largest Excursion Ship
• Shuttles to Horseshoe Casino
• Tour at the
Greater Cleveland Aquarium
• Expert Speakers
• Raffle Prizes
Call us today or visit our Events Page at:

www.higginshealthcare.com

EDUCATION
NURTURE YOUR

PROFESSION
Apply Now!
Learn how:
visit www.tesc.edu/nursing
or call (866) 540-9378
Our flexible, self-paced
nursing programs are
designed to advance clinical
expertise, technological
competence, and professional
leadership.
Our offerings include:
• RN-BSN
• RN-BSN/MSN
• MSN
• Graduate Nursing
Certificate Programs

Design Your Education
Accelerate degree completion; ask about generous credit transfer and
demonstration of college-level knowledge earned outside the classroom.
Choose from convenient, state-of-the-art learning opportunities.
Thomas Edison State College is one of the 12 senior public colleges and universities in New Jersey,
and is accredited by the Middle States Commission on Higher Education, 3624 Market Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19104 (267-284-5000).
The W. Cary Edwards School of Nursing programs are accredited by the National League for Nursing
Accrediting Commission (NLNAC), the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE), and the
New Jersey Board of Nursing.

EXCLUSIVELY FOR ADULTS

THE 13 0 -y E A R L E ADER iN NURSiNg EDUCATiON

nuRSing iS Changing.
lead The Way.
The Top-Ranked dRexel online Rn-To-BSn
Everyday, nurses just like you are choosing Drexel University Online to further their
education, specialize their skills, and advance their careers and salaries. Here’s what
Drexel Online offers:
• A full selection of accredited RN to BSN, MSN, certificate and NP programs
• U.S.News & World Report ranks Drexel University among “America’s Best Colleges 2012”
• 80% of Drexel’s full-time faculty members hold a PhD
• A highly-interactive online format with 24/7 online access and support

ChooSe dRexel online foR youR SuCCeSS
ViSiT: dRexel-nuRSing.Com
info@drexel.com | 877.215.0009
®
drexel online. a Better u.

